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The Best Liars in Riverview Jan 31 2020 A heart-warming adventure starring a non-binary six-grader and written by a debut nonbinary author on the rise
Sold Nov 03 2022 The powerful, poignant, bestselling National Book Award Finalist gives voice to a young girl robbed of her
childhood yet determined to find the strength to triumph Lakshmi is a thirteen-year-old girl who lives with her family in a small hut on
a mountain in Nepal. Though she is desperately poor, her life is full of simple pleasures, like playing hopscotch with her best friend
from school, and having her mother brush her hair by the light of an oil lamp. But when the harsh Himalayan monsoons wash away all
that remains of the family's crops, Lakshmi's stepfather says she must leave home and take a job to support her family. He introduces
her to a glamorous stranger who tells her she will find her a job as a maid in the city. Glad to be able to help, Lakshmi journeys to
India and arrives at "Happiness House" full of hope. But she soon learns the unthinkable truth: she has been sold into prostitution. An
old woman named Mumtaz rules the brothel with cruelty and cunning. She tells Lakshmi that she is trapped there until she can pay off
her family's debt-then cheats Lakshmi of her meager earnings so that she can never leave. Lakshmi's life becomes a nightmare from
which she cannot escape. Still, she lives by her mother's words-Simply to endure is to triumph-and gradually, she forms friendships
with the other girls that enable her to survive in this terrifying new world. Then the day comes when she must make a decision-will she
risk everything for a chance to reclaim her life? Written in spare and evocative vignettes by the co-author of I Am Malala (Young
Readers Edition), this powerful novel renders a world that is as unimaginable as it is real, and a girl who not only survives but

triumphs.
When I'm with You Nov 30 2019 Illustrations and easy-to-read, rhyming text celebrate a close friendship that has already existed for
a while and is expected to last until time is through.
Development as a Social Process Apr 03 2020 Gerard Duveen's original and comprehensive approach continues to offer fresh insight
into core theoretical, methodological and empirical problems in contemporary psychology. In this collection the editors have carefully
selected Duveen's most significant papers to demonstrate the innovative nature of his contribution to developmental, social and
cultural psychology.
Never Fall Down May 29 2022 "The day the soldiers arrive at his hometown in Cambodia, Arn's life is changed for ever. Facing the
brutal regime of the Rhmer Rouge and the horror of the Killing Fields, Arn must fight to survive at any cost"--P. [4] of cover.
The History of the World Jul 27 2019 In a narrative beginning almost 1.5 million years ago with the emergence of Homo erectus,
Frank Welsh takes the reader from the Middle Ages to the Enlightenment, from the Industrial Revolution to the age of terrorism.
Using his masterly storytelling skills, he recounts the epic story of human growth, survival and achievement across all continents and
ages. Providing insight into the lives of ordinary people in every corner of the globe, this comprehensive book is the perfect
introduction to the human history of our planet.
Cut Jun 29 2022 While confined to a mental hospital, thirteen-year-old Callie slowly comes to understand some of the reasons behind
her self-mutilation, and gradually starts to get better.
The Plot to Kill Hitler Mar 27 2022 Perfect for fans of suspenseful nonfiction such as books by Steve Sheinkin, this is a page-turning
narrative about Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a pastor and pacifist who became an unlikely hero during World War II and took part in a plot to
kill Hitler. Written by two-time National Book Award finalist Patricia McCormick, author of Sold and Never Fall Down and coauthor
of the young reader’s edition of I Am Malala. It was April 5, 1943, and the Gestapo would arrive any minute. Dietrich Bonhoeffer had
been expecting this day for a long time. He had put his papers in order—and left a few notes specifically for Hitler’s men to see. Two
SS agents climbed the stairs and told the boyish-looking Bonhoeffer to come with them. He calmly said good-bye to his parents, put
his Bible under his arm, and left. Upstairs there was proof, in his own handwriting, that this quiet young minister was part of a
conspiracy to kill Adolf Hitler. This compelling, brilliantly researched account includes the remarkable discovery that Bonhoeffer was
one of the first people to provide evidence to the Allies that Jews were being deported to death camps. It takes readers from his
privileged early childhood to the studies and travel that would introduce him to peace activists around the world—eventually putting
this gentle, scholarly pacifist on a deadly course to assassinate one of the most ruthless dictators in history. The Plot to Kill Hitler
provides fascinating insights into what makes someone stand up for what’s right when no one else is standing with you. It is a question
that every generation must answer again and again. With black-and-white photographs, fascinating sidebars, and thoroughly

researched details, this book should be essential reading.
Sergeant Reckless Nov 22 2021 The inspiring true story of Reckless, the brave little horse who became a Marine. This nonfiction
picture book is an excellent choice to share during homeschooling, in particular for children ages 4 to 6. It's a fun way to learn to read
and as a supplement for activity books for children. When a group of US Marines fighting in the Korean War found a bedraggled
mare, they wondered if she could be trained to as a packhorse. They had no idea that the skinny, underfed horse had one of the biggest
and bravest hearts they'd ever known. And one of the biggest appetites! Soon Reckless showed herself more than willing to carry
ammunition too heavy for the soldiers to haul. As cannons thundered and shells flew through the air, she marched into battle--again
and again--becoming the only animal ever to officially hold military rank--becoming Sgt. Reckless--and receive two Purple Hearts.
This is the first picture book from award-winning novelist Patricia McCormick, sumptuously illustrated by acclaimed artist Iacopo
Bruno.
Snow Falling in Spring Jun 05 2020 Most people cannot remember when their childhood ended. I, on the other hand, have a crystalclear memory of that moment. It happened at night in the summer of 1966, when my elementary school headmaster hanged himself. In
1966 Moying, a student at a prestigious language school in Beijing, seems destined for a promising future. Everything changes when
student Red Guards begin to orchestrate brutal assaults, violent public humiliations, and forced confessions. After watching her
teachers and headmasters beaten in public, Moying flees school for the safety of home, only to witness her beloved grandmother
denounced, her home ransacked, her father's precious books flung onto the back of a truck, and Baba himself taken away. From labor
camp, Baba entrusts a friend to deliver a reading list of banned books to Moying so that she can continue to learn. Now, with so much
of her life at risk, she finds sanctuary in the world of imagination and learning. This inspiring memoir follows Moying Li from age
twelve to twenty-two, illuminating a complex, dark time in China's history as it tells the compelling story of one girl's difficult but
determined coming-of-age during the Cultural Revolution. Snow Falling in Spring is a 2009 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the
Year.
Malala Sep 20 2021 The extraordinary true story of a young girl's courage in the face of violence and extremism, and an incredible
testament to what can be achieved when we stand up for what we believe in. This illustrated adaptation of Nobel Peace Prize winner
Malala Yousafzai's bestselling memoir, I Am Malala, introduces readers of 7+ to the remarkable story of a teenage girl who risked her
life for the right to go to school. Raised in a changing Pakistan by an enlightened father from a poor background and a beautiful,
illiterate mother, Malala was taught to stand up for her beliefs. When terrorists took control of her region and declared that girls were
forbidden from going to school, Malala refused to sacrifice her education. And on 9 October 2012, she nearly paid the ultimate price
for her courage when she was shot on her way home from school. The book follows Malala's incredible journey to recovery in the
aftermath of the attack, from the life-saving surgery she receives in a Birmingham hospital to her reunion with her family and their

eventual relocation to England. Today Malala is a global symbol of peaceful protest and the youngest ever person to be awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize. Her story of bravery and determination in the face of extremism is more timely now than ever. * This is an
abridged, illustrated chapter book edition of I AM MALALA (Malala's bestselling young adult memoir), made suitable for readers
aged 7 and up. This edition features black and white line art and age-appropriate extra content after the main text. *
Many Stones Jul 19 2021 Originally published by Front Street in 2000.
Sold Sep 01 2022 Thirteen-year-old Lakshmi leaves her poor mountain home in Nepal thinking that she is to work in the city as a
maid only to find that she has been sold into the sex slave trade in India and that there is no hope of escape.
Principles Jan 01 2020 #1 New York Times Bestseller “Significant...The book is both instructive and surprisingly moving.” —The
New York Times Ray Dalio, one of the world’s most successful investors and entrepreneurs, shares the unconventional principles that
he’s developed, refined, and used over the past forty years to create unique results in both life and business—and which any person or
organization can adopt to help achieve their goals. In 1975, Ray Dalio founded an investment firm, Bridgewater Associates, out of his
two-bedroom apartment in New York City. Forty years later, Bridgewater has made more money for its clients than any other hedge
fund in history and grown into the fifth most important private company in the United States, according to Fortune magazine. Dalio
himself has been named to Time magazine’s list of the 100 most influential people in the world. Along the way, Dalio discovered a set
of unique principles that have led to Bridgewater’s exceptionally effective culture, which he describes as “an idea meritocracy that
strives to achieve meaningful work and meaningful relationships through radical transparency.” It is these principles, and not anything
special about Dalio—who grew up an ordinary kid in a middle-class Long Island neighborhood—that he believes are the reason
behind his success. In Principles, Dalio shares what he’s learned over the course of his remarkable career. He argues that life,
management, economics, and investing can all be systemized into rules and understood like machines. The book’s hundreds of
practical lessons, which are built around his cornerstones of “radical truth” and “radical transparency,” include Dalio laying out the
most effective ways for individuals and organizations to make decisions, approach challenges, and build strong teams. He also
describes the innovative tools the firm uses to bring an idea meritocracy to life, such as creating “baseball cards” for all employees that
distill their strengths and weaknesses, and employing computerized decision-making systems to make believability-weighted
decisions. While the book brims with novel ideas for organizations and institutions, Principles also offers a clear, straightforward
approach to decision-making that Dalio believes anyone can apply, no matter what they’re seeking to achieve. Here, from a man who
has been called both “the Steve Jobs of investing” and “the philosopher king of the financial universe” (CIO magazine), is a rare
opportunity to gain proven advice unlike anything you’ll find in the conventional business press.
The Silver Star Aug 27 2019 Abandoned by their artist mother at the age of 12, Bean and her older sister, Liz, are sent to live in the
decaying antebellum mansion of their widowed uncle, where they learn the truth about their parents and take odd jobs to earn extra

money before an increasingly withdrawn Liz has a life-shattering experience. 500,000 first printing.
Human Trafficking Around the World Sep 28 2019 This unprecedented study of sex trafficking, forced labor, organ trafficking, and
sex tourism across twenty-four nations highlights the experiences of the victims, perpetrators, and anti-traffickers involved in this
brutal trade. Combining statistical data with intimate accounts and interviews, journalist Stephanie Hepburn and justice scholar Rita J.
Simon create a dynamic volume sure to educate and spur action. Hepburn and Simon recount the lives of victims during and after their
experience with trafficking, and they follow the activities of traffickers before capture and their outcomes after sentencing. Each
chapter centers on the trafficking practices and anti-trafficking measures of a single country: Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China,
Colombia, France, Germany, India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Niger, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Syria, Thailand, the
United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Examining these nations' laws, Hepburn and Simon reveal gaps in
legislation and enforcement and outline the cultural norms and biases, societal assumptions, and conflicting policies that make
trafficking scenarios so pervasive and resilient. This study points out those most vulnerable in each nation and the specific cultural,
economic, environmental, and geopolitical factors that contribute to each nation's trafficking issues. Furthermore, the study also
highlights common phenomena that governments and international anti-traffickers should consider in their fight against this illicit
trade.
A Song for Cambodia Nov 10 2020 The true story of Arn Chorn-Pond, Cambodian American musician and human rights activist, who
as a young boy survived Khmer Rouge work camps by learning to play a musical instrument.
I Am Malala Abridged Quick Reads Edition May 17 2021 *Winner of the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize* When the Taliban took control of
the Swat Valley, one girl fought for her right to an education. On Tuesday, 9 October 2012, she almost paid the ultimate price when
she was shot in the head at point-blank range. Malala Yousafzai's extraordinary journey has taken her from a remote valley in northern
Pakistan to the halls of the United Nations. She has become a global symbol of peaceful protest and is the youngest ever winner of the
Nobel Peace Prize. I Am Malala will make you believe in the power of one person's voice to inspire change in the world.
Uninvited Feb 23 2022 From New York Times bestselling author Sophie Jordan, Uninvited is a chilling and suspenseful story about a
girl whose DNA brands her a killer, perfect for fans of The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer and Shatter Me. Davy had everything—a
terrific boyfriend, the homecoming crown, a bright future at Juilliard—but when her genetic tests come back positive for Homicidal
Tendency Syndrome, she loses it all. Uninvited from her prestigious school, avoided by her friends and family, she is placed in a
special class with other "carriers" who are treated like the murderers they someday might become. Only Sean, a fellow HTS carrier,
can relate to her new life and tells her that she alone controls her actions—not the code embedded into her DNA. But even if she can
learn to trust him, can Davy trust herself? Don’t miss the continuation of Davy’s journey in Unleashed, the romantic, high-stakes
conclusion!

Massive Jul 07 2020 Weight has always been a big issue in Carmen's life. Not surprising when her mum is obsessed with the idea that
thin equals beauty, thin equals success, thin equals the way to get what you want. And somehow her daughter is going to be thin.
When her mother sweeps her off to live in the city, Carmen finds her old world disappearing. With everything to gain and absolutely
nothing to lose. Carmen starts to ask: if she was thin, very thin, could it all be different? A new cover edition of Julia Bell's critically
acclaimed YA novel, Massive, published to coincide with the release of Julia's new book, The Dark Light 'Bell's debut novel is tough,
grimy and truthful as it looks at three women in the same family with food problems' Guardian '. . . boldly yet sensitively explores
complex interactions between emotional and nutritional needs . . . perceptive and disturbing' Bookseller '. . . told with sympathy and
humour . . . manages to be enjoyable as well as thought-provoking' Big Issue
Little Peach Apr 15 2021 A riveting and powerful story of a runaway girl lured into prostitution in New York City, perfect for fans of
Ellen Hopkins and Patricia McCormick. What do you do if you're in trouble? When Michelle runs away from her drug-addicted
mother, she has just enough money to make it to New York City, where she hopes to move in with a friend. But once she arrives at the
bustling Port Authority, she is confronted with the terrifying truth: She is alone and out of options. Then she meets Devon, a goodlooking, well-dressed guy who emerges from the crowd armed with a kind smile, a place for her to stay, and eyes that seem to
understand exactly how she feels. But Devon is not who he seems to be, and soon Michelle finds herself engulfed in the world of child
prostitution, where he becomes her "Daddy" and she is his "Little Peach." It is a world of impossible choices, where the line between
love and abuse, captor and savior, is blurred beyond recognition. This hauntingly vivid story illustrates the human spirit's indomitable
search for home and one girl's struggle to survive.
Now is the Time for Running Dec 12 2020 Winner of the 2014 UKLA Award Deo is a great footballer, a fierce protector of his older
brother, Innocent. His brother is easily nervous, easily happy but good at keeping score on the dusty fields of Zimbabwe where the
boys play. Then Mugabe's soldiers come, destroying the only home the boys have known. Now, Deo has nothing but his brother, and a
football stuffed with billions of worthless dollars. And so starts their journey to find their father. But with soldiers everywhere, they
have only one chance to cross the border, one chance to escape. In face of such a challenge, it is Deo's brotherly love that endures, his
belief that he will lead them both to safety. Micheal Williams's is a masterful storyteller who pulls you along the journey of a lifetime.
Deo and Innocent's journey is a universal story of hope in the face of despair, and the search for a better life.
My Brother's Keeper Jan 25 2022 Toby Malone looks up to his brother Jake. Everyone does. He is the cool one, the one who is good
at baseball. Even Mr. Furry, the unfortunately named family cat, seems to prefer him to everyone else. Toby and Jake and their little
brother have always had an easy, jostling friendship, in which it is them against the rest of the world. But ever since Toby`s father left,
things have been off balance. Toby`s mother seems deflated and resigned. And his little brother is exhibiting odd signs of stress. Toby
struggles to keep his family together even as things are falling apart. Despite his efforts, though, Jake is drifting farther and farther

away, and Toby knows it is because he is becoming increasingly dependent on drugs. Toby tries to cover up for Jake, to spare his
mother yet another disappointment. But his attempts to protect Jake and his mother backfire, only adding to the growing tension
between the brothers+until Jake finally goes much too far. With great warmth and wry humor, Patricia McCormick draws a portrait of
a typical family that is struggling to reconnect after a crisis.
A Study Guide for Patricia McCormick's "Sold" Mar 15 2021
Holidate Dec 24 2021 Candice Gaines loves Christmas. Not only does she bask in the twinkling lights, sing Christmas carols and go
crazy with the decorations, she’s also in the giving spirit, donating much of her time and wealth to various charities in the local area.
Charlie Sullivan despises Christmas. Though it keeps his family afloat, considering they own Sullivan Family Christmas Tree Farm,
the main provider for Christmas trees on the Monterey peninsula. He’d much rather work among the trees versus have to deal with
people. But Charlie’s parents are taking on more philanthropic projects—and as their oldest child, they want him to be their official
public representative. He just has to play nice and convince everyone he’s not a total holiday hater. When Charlie’s mom asks Candice
to accompany him to a variety of holiday parties and events, she reluctantly agrees. She thinks Charlie is a big ol’ Grinch, but is
determined to change his mindset and help him spread Christmas cheer. Charlie finds Candice too chatty, too sweet, too much. Do
people like her really exist? Why yes, yes they do. The more time they spend together—along with a few kisses under the
mistletoe—the more they start to like each other. Hopefully Charlie can convince Candice he doesn’t have a heart that’s two sizes too
small before the ball drops on New Year’s Eve.
Cutters Don't Cry Feb 11 2021 19-year-old Charity Graff engages in self-harm. More specifically she cuts herself to numb emotions.
In a series of raw journal entries, the confused teenager writes to her estranged father, filling him in on what's happened in her life
since he left her nearly 18 years ago. Throughout the course of her letter writing, Charity chronicles her penchant for cutting, a serious
struggle with depression and her inability to vocally express her feelings.
Purple Heart Apr 27 2022 When Private Matt Duffy wakes up in an army hospital in Iraq, he's honored with a Purple Heart. But he
doesn't feel like a hero. There's a memory that haunts him: an image of a young Iraqi boy as a bullet hits his chest. Matt can't shake the
feeling that he was somehow involved in his death. But because of a head injury he sustained just moments after the boy was shot,
Matt can't quite put all the pieces together. Eventually Matt is sent back into combat with his squad—Justin, Wolf, and Charlene—the
soldiers who have become his family during his time in Iraq. He just wants to go back to being the soldier he once was. But he sees
potential threats everywhere and lives in fear of not being able to pull the trigger when the time comes. In combat there is no blackand-white, and Matt soon discovers that the notion of who is guilty is very complicated indeed. National Book Award Finalist Patricia
McCormick has written a visceral and compelling portrait of life in a war zone, where loyalty is valued above all, and death is
terrifyingly commonplace.

Sachiko May 05 2020 This striking work of narrative nonfiction tells the true story of six-year-old Sachiko Yasui's survival of the
Nagasaki atomic bomb on August 9, 1945, and the heartbreaking and lifelong aftermath. Having conducted extensive interviews with
Sachiko Yasui, Caren Stelson chronicles Sachiko’s trauma and loss as well as her long journey to find peace. This book offers readers
a remarkable new perspective on the final moments of World War II and their aftermath.
Sold Jul 31 2022 Thirteen-year-old Lakshmi leaves her poor mountain home in Nepal thinking that she is to work in the city as a maid
only to find that she has been sold into the sex slave trade in India and that there is no hope of escape.
Up All Night Oct 22 2021 A brush with the supernatural? A rock concert? A reunion? A poolside revelation? The need to know what's
up? The confessions of a friend? The dream of escape? A sick pet? An English assignment? The rear-window view of a murder next
door? The search for the mother you never met? What keeps you up all night?
Miss Witherspoon Oct 29 2019 THE STORY: Veronica, already scarred by too many failed relationships, finds the world a
frightening place. Skylab, an American space station that came crashing down to earth, in particular, haunts and enrages her. So she
has committed suicide, and
Damsel Aug 08 2020 *A 2019 Michael L. Printz Award Honor Book* A dark, twisted, unforgettable fairy tale from Elana K. Arnold,
author of the National Book Award finalist What Girls Are Made Of The rite has existed for as long as anyone can remember: When
the king dies, his son the prince must venture out into the gray lands, slay a fierce dragon, and rescue a damsel to be his bride. This is
the way things have always been. When Ama wakes in the arms of Prince Emory, she knows none of this. She has no memory of what
came before she was captured by the dragon or what horrors she faced in its lair. She knows only this handsome young man, the story
he tells of her rescue, and her destiny of sitting on a throne beside him. It’s all like a dream, like something from a fairy tale. As Ama
follows Emory to the kingdom of Harding, however, she discovers that not all is as it seems. There is more to the legends of the
dragons and the damsels than anyone knows, and the greatest threats may not be behind her, but around her, now, and closing in.
Everybunny Loves Magic Mar 03 2020 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Aaron Reynolds comes the third hilariously
macabre mystery in The Incredibly Dead Pets of Rex Dexter series. My name is Rex Dexter. Yes. THAT Rex Dexter. The one cursed
with the ability to see and talk to dead animals. The solver of atrocities against the four-footed. The savior of the flipper-finned. Save
your standing ovation for later, because I have bigger things on my mind. Rabbits. Specifically, dead rabbits. And not just anybunny.
This particular gaggle of rabbits once belonged to the Astounding Isabel, Middling Falls’ foremost birthday party magician. One thing
has quickly become clear…somebunny hates magic. Whoever it is, they’re attempting to put the Astounding Isabel out of the birthday
biz for good. And they’re willing to whack a whole lotta bunnies to do it. It’s a cold cruel world out there. But don’t worry. I’m on the
case. And so is Darvish. And Drumstick. And possibly several dozen rabbits. The point is, nobunny pulls one over on Rex
Dexter…and his best friend…and his dead chicken. Nobunny.

Sold Oct 02 2022 The powerful, poignant, bestselling National Book Award Finalist gives voice to a young girl robbed of her
childhood yet determined to find the strength to triumph Lakshmi is a thirteen-year-old girl who lives with her family in a small hut on
a mountain in Nepal. Though she is desperately poor, her life is full of simple pleasures, like playing hopscotch with her best friend
from school, and having her mother brush her hair by the light of an oil lamp. But when the harsh Himalayan monsoons wash away all
that remains of the family's crops, Lakshmi's stepfather says she must leave home and take a job to support her family. He introduces
her to a glamorous stranger who tells her she will find her a job as a maid in the city. Glad to be able to help, Lakshmi journeys to
India and arrives at "Happiness House" full of hope. But she soon learns the unthinkable truth: she has been sold into prostitution. An
old woman named Mumtaz rules the brothel with cruelty and cunning. She tells Lakshmi that she is trapped there until she can pay off
her family's debt-then cheats Lakshmi of her meager earnings so that she can never leave. Lakshmi's life becomes a nightmare from
which she cannot escape. Still, she lives by her mother's words-Simply to endure is to triumph-and gradually, she forms friendships
with the other girls that enable her to survive in this terrifying new world. Then the day comes when she must make a decision-will she
risk everything for a chance to reclaim her life? Written in spare and evocative vignettes by the co-author of I Am Malala (Young
Readers Edition), this powerful novel renders a world that is as unimaginable as it is real, and a girl who not only survives but
triumphs.
The Witch, The Sword, and the Cursed Knights Jun 25 2019 A charming middle-grade fantasy debut that put a new spin on the legend
of Camelot, perfect for fans of The School for Good and Evil and A Tale of Magic… Twelve-year-old Ellie can’t help that she’s a
witch, the most hated member of society. Determined to prove her worth and eschew her heritage, Ellie applies to the Fairy
Godmother Academy—her golden ticket to societal acceptance. But Ellie’s dreams are squashed when she receives the dreaded draft
letter to serve as a knight of King Arthur’s legendary Round Table. She can get out of the draft—but only if she saves a lost cause.
Enter Caedmon, a boy from Wisconsin struggling with the death of his best friend. He first dismisses the draft as ridiculous; magic
can’t possibly exist. But when Merlin’s ancient magic foretells his family’s death if he doesn’t follow through, he travels to the
knights’ castle, where he learns of a wicked curse leeching the knights of their power. To break the curse, Ellie and Caedmon must
pass a series of deathly trials and reforge the lost, shattered sword of Excalibur. And unless Ellie accepts her witch magic and
Caedmon rises to become the knight he’s meant to be, they will both fail—and the world will fall to the same darkness that brought
King Arthur and Camelot to ruin.
A Crime So Monstrous Jun 17 2021 An exposâe of the modern slave trade in more than a dozen countries worldwide describes the
illicit brothels, slave quarries, and child markets of the world's human trafficking networks, while also documenting the current state of
abolitionist efforts.
Need to Know Sep 08 2020 A chilling psychological thriller from a CIA insider: in hot pursuit of a Russian spy ring on U.S. soil, a

CIA analyst uncovers a deadly secret that will test her loyalty to the agency--and to her family. The Expats meets The Americans
meets The Girl Before. Vivian and Matt are a seemingly normal suburban couple, experiencing the same struggles as many North
American families: juggling work and children, budgeting for a house in a decent school district. They're in love and life is good.
Though Vivian can't share much about her CIA assignment with him, Matt has always been supportive, and his job as a software
engineer allows him the flexibility needed to raise their four kids. But when she makes a startling discovery researching the CIA's
Russian account, everything about her life and her marriage is cast in a new light--forcing her to make impossible and dangerous
choices before she loses her job, her family and her life.
I Am Malala Jan 13 2021 'Malala is an inspiration to girls and women all over the world.' - J.K. Rowling I Am Malala tells the
remarkable true story of a girl who knew she wanted to change the world - and did. Raised in the Swat Valley in Pakistan, Malala was
taught to stand up for her beliefs. When terrorists took control of her region and declared girls were forbidden from going to school,
Malala fought for her right to an education. And, on 9 October 2012, she nearly paid the ultimate price for her courage when she was
shot on her way home from school. No one expected her to survive. Now, she is an international symbol of peaceful protest and the
youngest person ever to win a Nobel Peace Prize. A must-read for anyone who believes in the power of change. * This teen edition is a
first-hand account told in Malala's own words for her generation. The paperback includes extra material, a Q&A and updated
discussion notes. * This book inspired the film HE NAMED ME MALALA, the winner of the BAFTA for Best Documentary.
An Educated Woman In Prostitution Aug 20 2021 ‘But now, having travelled to the frontier of the world of sins, I no longer
hesitated in trampling over the remnants of the goodness in my heart.’ Manada, Maani didi, Feroza Bibi, Miss Mukherjee – the
jostling identities of our beguiling and charming protagonist as she glides through a life that can be seen as exploitative yet, also,
curiously, empowering and honest. Manada’s fascinating life story takes her from her wealthy cossetted upbringing to a life of
debauchery and prostitution after she elopes with her married lover when in her mid-teens. She is capable, attractive and doesn’t ask
for pity as she struggles with illness, poverty and abandonment, but ensures that she emerges relatively unscathed and carves a niche
for herself in her profession. Manada matures and settles into a life of prostitution, entertains barristers, doctors and other men of high
society. She describes her colourful life with relish but is often introspective as she places her own position as a sex worker in the
context of the times, calling out young sanctimonious patriotic men who maintain a high standing in society yet secretly fancy
prostitutes. Rather tantalisingly she takes no names, only occasionally hinting at their identities, to avoid scandals and protect the
double lives of men who are well-known in Calcutta in the 1920s. Weaving together multiple strands, looking beyond ideas of
morality and accusations, we are presented a life of immense beauty and endurance, which is both grand in its scope and deeply
intimate in its portrait.
Riot Oct 10 2020 The renowned Indian author of Why I Am a Hindu delivers “a splendidly readable novel of memorable characters

and complexity” (The Washington Post). A highly motivated, idealistic American student, Priscilla Hart had come to India to
volunteer in women’s health programs. Instead, she wound up dead. Had an indiscriminate love affair spun out of control? Had a
disgruntled, deeply jealous colleague been pushed to the edge? Or was she simply the innocent victim of a riot that had exploded in
that fateful year of 1989 between Hindus and Muslims? Experimenting masterfully with narrative form in this brilliant tour de force,
internationally acclaimed novelist Shashi Tharoor chronicles the mystery of Priscilla Hart’s death through the often contradictory
accounts of a dozen or more characters, all of whom relate their own versions of the events surrounding her killing. Like his two
previous novels, Riot probes and reveals the richness of India, and is at once about love, hate, cultural collision, the ownership of
history, religious fanaticism, and the impossibility of knowing the truth. “A multilayered narrative that sheds light on many
contemporary issues on history, politics and culture of India . . . A love story of cross-cultural beings.” —Rupkatha Journal “A
thoughtful, sociologically precise novel about the religious tensions racking the subcontinent . . . Tharoor’s story is about a larger topic
than the undoing of one innocent American—it is about the potential fragmentation of the secular Indian republic, a tragedy in the
making.” —Publishers Weekly “Tharoor has once again proved his formidable intellectual prowess and creative acumen . . . A story
of ignited passions and communal violence between Hindus and Muslims.” —Taylor & Francis Online
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